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Biased enhanced nucleation of diamond on β-SiC(100) and Si(100) has been achieved but not on Cu(100). Carbide formation is an apparent attribute to the nucleation. The refractory metals of Hf, Ti, Ta, Ni and W were thus explored as substrates. Diamond nucleation density was found to be directly related to the carbide heat of formation without scratching these substrates. TEM of highly oriented diamond films on Si(100) showed dislocations at low angle boundaries formed from coalesced grains. The azimuthal rotation between grains was between 0–6°. Negative electron affinity (NEA) has been found experimentally and theoretically for the 2x4 reconstructed diamond surface. Theoretical results indicate that the observed NEA is associated with a monohydride terminated surface, while the hydrogen-free surface exhibits a positive electron affinity. Raman and various photoluminescence (PL) techniques were used to investigate the role of N doping on the optical centers in CVD diamond films. The PL transitions attributed to the zero-phonon lines of N centers are observed at 1.945 eV and 2.154 eV. A new N center at 1.967 eV and the band A luminescence were also observed. The presence of an in-gap state distribution resulting from the sp3 disordered phase has been established. BN films have been grown on [100] oriented Si, diamond, Cu and Ni substrates via IBAD and characterized via FTIR and HRTEM. The film consisted of the growth sequence of a-, h-, and c-BN and is attributed primarily to increasing compressive intrinsic stress and increased film thickness.
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I. Introduction

Diamond as a semiconductor in high-frequency, high-power transistors has unique advantages and disadvantages. Two advantages of diamond over other semiconductors used for these devices are its high thermal conductivity and high electric-field breakdown. The high thermal conductivity allows for higher power dissipation over similar devices made in Si or GaAs, and the higher electric field breakdown makes possible the production of substantially higher power, higher frequency devices than can be made with other commonly used semiconductors.

In general, the use of bulk crystals severely limits the potential semiconductor applications of diamond. Among several problems typical for this approach are the difficulty of doping the bulk crystals, device integration problems, high cost and low area of such substrates. In principal, these problems can be alleviated via the availability of chemically vapor deposited (CVD) diamond films. Recent studies have shown that CVD diamond films have thermally activated conductivity with activation energies similar to crystalline diamonds with comparable doping levels. Acceptor doping via the gas phase is also possible during activated CVD growth by the addition of diborane to the primary gas stream.

The recently developed activated CVD methods have made feasible the growth of polycrystalline diamond thin films on many non-diamond substrates and the growth of single crystal thin films on diamond substrates. More specifically, single crystal epitaxial films have been grown on the {100} faces of natural and high pressure/high temperature synthetic crystals. Crystallographic perfection of these homoepitaxial films is comparable to that of natural diamond crystals. However, routes to the achievement of rapid nucleation on foreign substrates and heteroepitaxy on one or more of these substrates has proven more difficult to achieve. This area of study has been a principal focus of the research of this contract.

At present, the feasibility of diamond electronics has been demonstrated with several simple experimental devices, while the development of a true diamond-based semiconductor materials technology has several barriers which a host of investigators are struggling to surmount. It is in this latter regime of investigation that the research described in this report has and continues to address.

In this reporting period, biased enhanced nucleation of diamond on the substrates of β-SiC(100), Si(100), Cu(100) and the refractory metals of Hf, Ti, Ta, Ni and W has been investigated. Transmission electron microscopy has been used to study the defects at the low angle boundaries between coalesced grains of highly oriented grains. Both experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted regarding the negative electron affinity effect on monohydride terminated diamond surfaces. Raman and various photoluminescence (PL) techniques have been used to investigate the role of N doping on the optical centers in CVD diamond films. Finally, boron-nitride films have been grown on [100] oriented Si, diamond,
Cu and Ni substrates via ion beam assisted deposition and characterized via FTIR and HRTEM.

The following subsections detail the experimental procedures for each of the aforementioned studies, discuss the results and provide conclusions and references for these studies. Note that each major section is self-contained with its own figures, tables and references.
II. Bias-enhanced Nucleation on Refractory Metal Substrates

A. Introduction

The first attempts to produce synthetic diamond relied upon the fact that diamond is composed entirely of carbon. Therefore, to form diamond it is essential that for the case of low pressure CVD, for example, a carbon containing gas source is utilized. In this high temperature process environment it is likely that carbide phases will be produced if the substrates are capable of forming them. These carbide phases have been observed via x-ray diffraction (XRD) [1] and surface sensitive techniques [2, 3] such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).

The understanding how the formation of a carbide influences the diamond nucleation process is important. Joffreau et al. [1] have observed an influence on diamond nucleation pertaining to refractory metal substrates. These substrates are known carbide formers and their formation was confirmed via XRD. Also, surface analytical studies on scratched silicon have indicated the formation of a carbide prior to detecting the presence of diamond [2, 3]. It should be noted though that very early during nucleation the presence of diamond may be difficult to observe since the diamond present is possibly below the sensitivity of the analytical instrumentation. To enhance the nucleation density on these and other non-carbide forming substrates the typical pretreatment involves scratching the substrates with diamond grit. Researchers suggest that diamond residue from this pretreatment routine is important for diamond nucleation [4, 5]. This diamond residue may act as nucleation sites and/or may provide surface carbon that is ideal for diamond nucleation. The form of the surface carbon may be relevant for diamond nucleation; therefore, much work has been directed toward observing the influence of nucleation on the form of the surface carbon [5–7]. It appears that the form of the surface carbon and the formation of a carbide play a role in the diamond nucleation process.

This study was undertaken to investigate the influence of bias-enhanced nucleation (BEN) on the refractory metals. BEN has been observed to enhance the diamond nucleation density on unscratched silicon substrates [8, 9]. This process involves applying a negative bias to the substrate holder in order to promote diamond nucleation. The carbide forming nature of silicon has been speculated to be an important attribute of this material [8, 10]. Thus, the varying degrees of the carbide forming nature of the refractory metals may indicate a correlation with the nucleation phenomena via BEN. This should make it possible to gain further insight into the BEN phenomena as well as investigating potential heteroepitaxial substrates using this pretreatment technique.
B. Experimental

Bias-enhanced nucleation of diamond and diamond deposition was performed in a microwave plasma CVD chamber purchased from Applied Science and Technology, Inc. The growth system and BEN apparatus has been discussed previously [8]. Table I indicates the BEN and growth conditions utilized in this study. The refractory metals used in this study were hafnium, titanium, tantalum, niobium, and tungsten. These substrates were chosen as arbitrary representations of carbide formers with the exception to hafnium in which this substrate was used to confirm possible correlations as explained in the Discussion section. The substrates were highly polished down to 0.05μm alumina grit suspended in deionized water.

Table I. The BEN and growth conditions utilized in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Parameters</th>
<th>Bias Conditions</th>
<th>Growth Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microwave Power</td>
<td>900 Watts</td>
<td>900 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄/H₂</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>15 Torr</td>
<td>25 Torr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate Temperature</td>
<td>~725°C</td>
<td>~700°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias Voltage</td>
<td>-250Vdc</td>
<td>Floating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias Current</td>
<td>~100mA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Position</td>
<td>Immersed</td>
<td>Immersed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alumina was used in the final polishing procedure to ensure that very little residual diamond would be present on the substrates which was used in the preceding polishing steps. The substrates were then solvent cleaned using TCE, acetone, methanol, and 2-propanol, consecutively. A deionized water rinse was performed on the substrates just prior to entering into the growth chamber. As discussed briefly, BEN was used as an in situ pretreatment technique to promote diamond nucleation. A negative potential was applied to the molybdenum holder containing the substrate. The positive potential was applied to the chamber wall. The refractory metal substrates were subjected to various bias times followed by 30 minutes of growth to obtain a plot of nucleation density versus bias time. The short growth period enabled an accurate account of all the diamond nuclei that was later determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the phases present following BEN and the short growth period. Table II lists the carbide phases observed via XRD in addition to their carbide heat of formation values [11].
Table II. This table indicates the metal-carbides observed in this study using XRD. Along with this data are the carbide heat of formation for each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Carbides</th>
<th>$\Delta H_f$ (kcal/mole-metal)</th>
<th>Observed in this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-SiC</td>
<td>-15.6</td>
<td>Not studied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HfC</td>
<td>-60.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC</td>
<td>-44.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaC</td>
<td>-35.0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta$_2$C</td>
<td>-24.9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbC</td>
<td>-33.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb$_2$C</td>
<td>-23.3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>-9.69</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W$_2$C</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Results

The plot of nucleation density versus bias time for the refractory metals referenced to silicon and copper is shown in Fig. 1. A study of copper versus silicon revealed that the substrate choice did influence the nucleation density during BEN [10]. This is obvious as indicated in this plot. The individual plots for the refractory metals were fit with correlation coefficients greater than 0.85. The influence that BEN had on these substrates was determined by denoting the nucleation densities at 60 minutes of biasing. At this time the nucleation densities were approximately constant with any further biasing. The nucleation densities at these times are plotted in Fig. 2 according to their position in the refractory metal portion of the periodic table. This plot suggests that there is a correlation established among these materials. The metals in parenthesis are estimated positions as related to the substrates studied in this report.

The materials under investigation as discussed earlier were hafnium, titanium, tantalum, niobium, and tungsten. The hafnium, though, was studied following the work on the other metals to verify the possible correlation existing among these metals as was indicated in Fig. 2. It was determined in research conducted by Joffreau et al. [1] that the substrate may influence diamond nucleation. In their study refractory substrates displayed a correlation to the incubation time (i.e. the time prior to the onset of nucleation) and the nucleation rate. Therefore, it is not unlikely that the refractory metals in this study also show a correlation. The correlation to the material properties of these metals referenced to the nucleation density via BEN will be discussed in the next section.
Figure 1. This plot illustrates the relative influence of BEN on the refractory metal substrates referenced to silicon and copper.

Figure 2. This graphic shows the nucleation density at 60 minutes of biasing according to the relative positions of the refractory metals in the periodic table.
The refractory metals that were targeted are shown in Fig. 3 as they are situated in the periodic table. These materials were chosen because of their carbide forming nature. A previous study of copper versus silicon indicated a substrate effect [10]; the carbide forming nature of silicon was believed to be a key factor. The choice of these metals also allowed a group of materials to be studied with the possibility of observing other properties of these substrates which could enhance the effects of BEN. The study of refractory metals and refractory metal carbides have been undertaken for decades with the intent to investigate their high temperature material characteristics. Figure 4 shows a trend established between the activation energy for carbon diffusion in the refractory metal substrates and the melting points of these refractory metals [11].

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**Figure 3.** The refractory metals used in this study are indicated in their respective position in the periodic table.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

**Figure 4.** This figure notes the trend between the activation energy for diffusion of carbon in the refractory metal substrates versus their melting points [11].
Also, Fig. 5 shows a correlation between the carbide heat of formation and the ratio of the melting points of the metal to that of the metal carbide [11]. This later figure was based on the work by Worrel et al. [12]. It can be assumed then that in reference to Fig. 4 the carbon diffusivity in the refractory metals is related to the melting points of these metals. Also, the thermodynamic relationship presented by Worrel gives some indication as to the metal-carbon bonding nature. The carbide heat of formation related to the refractory metals in their respective groups in the periodic table are shown in Fig. 6. This data shows the distinct correlation among the refractory metals for this thermodynamic property. The carbide data obtained from the literature are difficult to determine and the data in some instances are still not well established. Therefore, the overall trends presented in this work are emphasized with little emphasis placed on the specific values. Figure 7 indicates the trend established in the present study between the carbide heat of formation and the nucleation density at 60 minutes of biasing.

![Graph showing correlation between carbide heat of formation and metal-carbide melting points](image)

Figure 5. This graphic indicates a correlation between the carbide heat of formation and the ratio of the metal to metal-carbide melting points.

E. Conclusions

BEN has lead to heteroepitaxy on β-SiC [13, 14] and Si(100) [15]. A BEN study conducted on copper showed a slight influence for enhancing the nucleation density [10].
Figure 6. Material properties such as the carbide heat of formation as is shown here illustrates a correlation among the refractory metals.

Figure 7. The trend established in the present study between the carbide heat of formation and the nucleation density at 60 minutes of biasing.
Therefore, the carbide forming nature of silicon appears to be an important attribute. Thus, the motivation for studying the refractory metals is linked to their carbide forming traits. These substrates offer a class of potential heteroepitaxial substrates and also provide a group of metals that because they possess different material properties are ideal for gaining an understanding of BEN. The refractory metals did show a correlation to the carbide heat of formation. This property have been discussed to be related to other refractory material properties. The thermodynamic data referenced to the nucleation density at 60 minutes of biasing indicates very strongly that the substrates are influencing the nucleation mechanisms, as was the case in the study of BEN on copper. Also, the relatively high nucleation densities (with no scratching pretreatment) reveals that, provided a high quality carbide may be formed, these substrates are potential candidates for BEN of heteroepitaxial diamond.
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Highly oriented diamond thin films grown on silicon via microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition were examined by transmission electron microscopy. In the plan view, defects appearing at the grain boundary were easily observed. (100) faceted grains that appeared to have coalesced were connected at their interfaces by dislocations characteristic of a low angle grain boundary. From Burgers vector calculations and electron diffraction patterns, the azimuthal rotation between grains was measured to be between 0 and 6 degrees. The defect densities of these films are compared to reports from (100) textured randomly oriented films and the relative improvement due to the reduction of misorientation and grain boundary angles will be discussed.
Diamond thin films are attractive for numerous applications involving electronic devices in extreme environments due to several unique properties. At the moment, this goal is limited by the unavailability of low cost single crystal diamond; however, synthetic diamond grown via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has produced highly oriented polycrystalline diamond which may be sufficient quality to address certain electronic properties. However, a major issue for these oriented polycrystalline films will be the effect of grain boundaries on the resulting electronic properties. Ideally, defects, grain boundaries and roughness will be minimized such that the film properties approach those of single crystal. Structural information regarding the grain boundaries and associated defects could lead to a greater understanding of the basic growth mechanisms and the resulting electronic properties of highly oriented diamond films.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful tool for understanding such defects and grain boundaries. Previous TEM work in diamond has given insight into the diamond/substrate interface and defects both within the grains and at the grain boundaries. However, no TEM studies to date have been reported on highly oriented diamond films consisting of epitaxially oriented grains.

The (100) oriented diamond films used for these experiments were grown on (100) silicon via bias-enhanced microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition (MPCVD) using a three step growth process, details of which have been previously reported. Plan view TEM was conducted with the transmitted beam parallel to the [001] direction. Sample preparation of these films used a standard technique of polishing and dimpling followed by ion milling until penetration through the film.

A TOPCON 002B high resolution microscope operated at 200kV and a Hitachi H-800, also operated at 200kV, were used for these samples. The TOPCON 002B was chosen for its high magnification and microdiffraction capabilities which permitted diffraction pattern imaging from small areas. The grain boundaries were characterized by bright field and dark field images.
while the tilt between grains was determined by Burgers vector calculations and selected area electron diffraction (SAD) patterns. Low magnification was used to observe the shape of the diamond particles that had grown together and the defect incorporation over a larger area while high magnification showed details of the defects at the grain boundaries. SAD patterns were taken at the grain boundary and within each individual grain in order to measure the tilt between adjacent grains.

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the diamond film used for this study is shown in figure 1. From this micrograph it is obvious that the grains are highly oriented and many appear to have coalesced, as indicated by the arrows. In previous work on polycrystalline (100) faceted diamond films, various defects including microtwins were observed between the high angle grain boundary regions. A TEM micrograph from the highly oriented film used in this study is shown in figure 2. In this figure, one observes several lines of dislocations, indicative of grain boundaries similar to the ones shown in figure 1. Although most boundaries were parallel to the <110> direction, this micrograph shows boundaries parallel to both the <110> and <100> directions as indicated by the arrows on the micrograph.

Several grain boundaries were observed at high magnification. Figure 3 shows an example of a low angle grain boundary with a series of distinctive dislocations, indicated by the arrows located at every 5th dislocation. The spacing between each of these dislocations is about 20 nm. Although many of the boundaries observed were considered as low angle, a rotation of 2° or less, some boundaries were rotated as much as 6°. In boundaries such as these, the dislocation density increases to accommodate the high misorientation, as a consequence distinct dislocations are not observed.

The rotation between grains was measured via two methods; dislocation spacing and diffraction patterns. In figure 3, the dislocations are widely spaced, indicative of a small degree of rotation. From g·b criteria, the Burgers vector was determined to be a \( \frac{1}{2} \langle 110 \rangle \) type dislocation. The rotation between grains was determined using the expression, \( \Theta = \frac{b}{d} \) where \( \Theta \) is the degree of rotation, \( b \) is the Burgers vector and \( d \) is the dislocation spacing. The rotation was
calculated to be $= 1^\circ$, which is consistent with the angle measured from the electron diffraction pattern and verifies the direction of the Burgers vector. Similar results have been reported in GaAs, also with a diamond cubic type structure 16.

Additionally, close examination of the electron diffraction pattern permitted observation of the tilt between the two grains (see inset in figure 3). By moving from one grain to another the \{220\} diffraction spot was observed to shift slightly, indicative of a misorientation between the two grains. Using the diffraction pattern at the grain boundary, the angle between the two \{220\} spots indicated by the arrows was measured to give the tilt between the two grains. This result corresponds to the tilt measured by Burgers vector calculations. Several grains were measured and the angle was consistently between 0 and 6 degrees. These measurements corroborate with previous measurements of the misorientation of diamond films on silicon via x-ray pole figure analysis 17 and previous results using cross-sectional TEM of epitaxial diamond on single crystal $\beta$-SiC 9.

For diamond to be a viable material for active electronic devices, relatively defect free single crystal films need to be deposited over reasonably large areas. Clausing and coworkers 11 demonstrated that the density of intragranular planar defects such as twins and stacking faults are much lower for growth on (100) as compared to the \{111\} planes. Therefore, by growing under conditions which promote (100) texture, these defects will reside primarily at the grain boundaries. With the density of twins and stacking faults reduced, point defects and dislocations become the primary defects affecting the electronic transport properties. In the present work, the defect densities are further reduced by depositing a film that is both (100) textured and highly oriented. This decreases the defect density at the low angle grain boundaries to a series of parallel dislocations. A more coherent boundary occurs which causes less thermal and electronic scattering. This was verified by selectively depositing on the surface of these highly oriented, (100) textured films 17. The resulting mobility represented a factor of 5 improvement over the highest reported values for polycrystalline films but was still approximately 1/3 that of films grown under similar conditions on single crystal substrates. These results suggests that the low
angle grain boundaries and associated defects continue to limit the transport properties of the highly oriented films. For highly oriented films to become viable alternatives to single crystals for active electronic devices, misorientation and the corresponding defects need to be further reduced.

In summary (100) oriented diamond films grown on Si (100) via bias-enhanced MPCVD were examined by transmission electron microscopy in the plan view. Grains examined at low magnification were seen to have grown together to form irregular grain boundaries. At higher magnifications dislocations were observed at grain boundaries, indicative of a low angle grain boundary. To confirm the misorientation, calculations utilizing both the Burgers vector and electron diffraction patterns determined a tilt of $=1^\circ$. Several different low angle grain boundaries were observed, the tilt measured between 0 and 6 degrees, varying slightly from grain to grain. These results are consistent with previous measurements by x-ray pole figure analysis and with samples grown on single crystal β-SiC and suggest that further improvements in heteroepitaxial growth of diamond are warranted before CVD films can realize their full potential as an electronic material.
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Figure 1. SEM micrograph of a highly oriented (100) diamond film. Arrows indicate examples of misorientation between grains.
Figure 2. TEM micrograph showing defects at the grain boundaries. Boundaries parallel to both the \(<100>\) direction and \(<110>\) direction are present.
Figure 3. TEM micrograph showing widely spaced dislocations at the grain boundary. Arrows indicate every fifth dislocation where the spacing between each dislocation is approximately 20 nm. Inset shows a diffraction pattern from the grain boundary.
IV. Negative Electron Affinity Effects on the Diamond (100) Surface
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Abstract

A negative electron affinity (NEA) was found both experimentally by photoemission spectroscopy and theoretically by \textit{ab initio} calculations for the 2×1 reconstructed diamond (100) surface. This surface is the dominant growth surface for diamond thin films and can be obtained by chemical vapor deposition. Various surface preparation methods which result in a NEA are described. Theoretical results indicate that the observed NEA is associated with a monohydride terminated surface, while the hydrogen-free surface exhibits a positive electron affinity.

Submitted to Physical Review Letters, PACS numbers: 73.30.+y, 79.60.Eq, 81.60.Cp
Negative electron affinity (NEA) surfaces are semiconductor surfaces that have a work function such that the vacuum level lies below the conduction band edge. Electrons that are present in the conduction band can therefore readily escape the surface. The NEA surfaces are utilized in a number of important applications, such as photocathodes, secondary electron emitters, and cold-cathode emitters. In general, wide bandgap semiconductors are particularly suitable candidates for NEA emitters, since the conduction band minimum is likely to be close to the vacuum level. Diamond, which has a 5.5 eV bandgap, can be grown as high quality homoepitaxial and heteroepitaxial films with (100) oriented surfaces [1]. We have investigated the possibility of inducing a NEA on the diamond (100) surface and have found several surface preparation methods which led to this effect. Ab initio calculations were used to compute the electron affinity of different surface structures, and to identify the structure of the NEA surface and the origin of the NEA effect.

Photoemission is a highly sensitive tool to determine the presence of a NEA. Electrons that are excited in the photoemission process from the valence band into various conduction band energy levels lose energy through inelastic collision processes and accumulate in levels at the conduction band minimum. At a NEA surface, the vacuum level lies below the conduction band and the electrons accumulated at the conduction band minimum can be emitted into the vacuum. These electrons appear in the photoemission spectra as a sharp peak at low electron energies. The position of the peak can be correlated with other features in the photoemission spectra to verify that the emission originates from the conduction band minimum.

A NEA has been demonstrated for the diamond (111) surface [2] and has been associated with the presence of hydrogen bonded to the surface [3, 4]. The bulk terminated diamond (100) surface has two unsatisfied bonds which would in principle allow the formation of a dihydride terminated surface. The existence of the dihydride terminated surface has been subject to some debate [5-9]. Recent large scale ab initio calculations indicate that this surface is locally stable, but it is preferred only at very high values of hydrogen chemical potential [10]. It is, therefore, uncertain whether a stable dihydride terminated surface can be achieved. Diamond thin films, grown at 700-1000°C in a hydrogen rich environment, typically exhibit a 2x1 reconstruction. This surface is found to be stable in air [11], and is presumed to be a monohydride terminated surface [7]. A 2x1 reconstructed surface can also be obtained by annealing the diamond surface to ~1000°C. Temperature programmed desorption studies indicate that at these temperatures the monohydride evolves from the surface [7, 12], and it has been suggested that this surface is free of hydrogen [7].

In this study natural diamond wafers with a (100) surface orientation were polished with diamond grit, etched in chromic acid and aqua regia and introduced into the vacuum system. The wafers measured 3 x 3 x 0.5 mm³, and were type IIb (p-type semiconducting) with
resistivities of $10^3$–$10^4$ Ωcm. Photoemission was excited with 21.21 eV light from a helium discharge lamp. The photoemission spectra, shown in Fig. 1, were obtained after the diamond surface had been annealed to temperatures ranging from 545°C to 1070°C. The spectra exhibited small, random shifts on the order of 0.2 eV with respect to each other. This is attributed to charging effects. The spectra were therefore aligned according to a bulk feature indicated by the line in Fig. 1 to allow comparison between them. As can be seen in the figure, the low energy onset of the spectra shifts by as much as 1 eV towards lower energies as the annealing temperature is increased. This is indicative of a lowering of the work function of the surface since electrons with lower energies are able to escape from the surface. After a 1035°C anneal the spectrum exhibits a peak at low energies which becomes more pronounced after a 1070°C anneal. As mentioned above, the appearance of this peak indicates that the vacuum level lies below the conduction band edge and that the surface has a NEA. The peak is positioned ~7.5 eV below the bulk feature indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1. An identical peak at ~7.5 eV below this bulk feature can be observed in the spectra of NEA diamond (111) surfaces [13–15]. The appearance of the peak on the (100) surface coincided with the appearance of a 2×1 surface reconstruction.

![Figure 1. Photoemission spectra showing the effects of annealing on the diamond (100) surface. The shift in the back edge is indicative of a lowering of the work function and the presence of the sharp peak indicates a NEA. The spectra have been aligned according to the peak at ~9 eV below the Fermi level.](image-url)
Auger electron spectra, shown in Fig. 2, indicate the presence of oxygen on the as-loaded surface which remained present after various anneals ranging from 500°C to 900°C. A reduction in the oxygen signature was observed after repeated anneals to 900°C. No oxygen could be detected after the diamond had been annealed to 1050°C. The surface was observed to transform from a 1×1 structure to a 2×1 structure, coincident with the removal of oxygen from the surface. The presence of hydrogen on the 1×1 and 2×1 surfaces cannot be determined from these measurements since AES is not sensitive to hydrogen. However, since no special efforts were made to obtain a strictly oxygen terminated surface, it is likely that hydrogen was also present on the surface.

Figure 2. Auger spectra, obtained from the diamond (100) surface, as a function of annealing temperature. Oxygen, which is present on the surface after sample preparation, is observed to evolve at ~900°C, and removed after a 1050°C anneal. The removal of oxygen coincides with the transformation of the surface from a 1×1 to a 2×1 reconstructed surface.
Neither LEED nor AES can be used to determine whether the observed 2×1 reconstructed surface is a hydrogen-free or a monohydride terminated surface. In order to resolve that we have carried out \textit{ab initio} calculations for both the bare and the hydrogen terminated 2×1 reconstructed diamond surfaces. The calculations were based on the Local Density Approximation (LDA) and the Car-Parrinello formalism [16]. The hydrogen-free (100) surface was modeled by a supercell consisting of a slab of ten layers of diamond with twelve carbon atoms on each layer. The slabs were separated by 10 Å of vacuum. One hydrogen atom was attached to every surface carbon atom to model the monohydride surface. Due to the size of the supercell, only \Gamma point sampling was used. Starting from an approximate structure, the ground state geometry was obtained by steepest descents and/or fast relaxation methods [17]. The vacuum level of the surface was determined from the plane-averaged, self-consistent potential in the vacuum region. Since calculations based on the local density approximation do not reproduce well the experimentally measured bandgap [18], the position of the conduction band minimum is determined by adding the experimental value for the bandgap (5.47 eV) to the position of the valence band maximum. The position of the valence band maximum was found by adding the energy difference between the average self-consistent potential in the bulk and the highest occupied energy level in bulk calculations to the average self-consistent potential inside the slab.

The calculations indicated that the monohydride terminated surface relaxes to a 2×1 reconstructed surface. The plane-averaged, self-consistent potential for this surface is shown as a function of the distance to the surface in Fig. 3. As can be seen in the figure, the effective potential has flattened out in the vacuum region, which indicates that the slab separation used in the calculations is sufficiently large to avoid interactions between the slabs. The flat region is representative of the vacuum level. The conduction band minimum is found at ~2.2 eV above the vacuum level, resulting in a ~2.2 eV NEA for C(100)-2×1:H surface.

The bare C(100) surface also relaxes to a 2×1 reconstruction, with a geometry similar to that obtained by other authors [9, 19]. Substantial displacements from the ideal bulk positions were found in the surface layers. The plane-averaged self-consistent potential for this surface is also shown in Fig 3. A ~0.8 eV positive electron affinity was found for this surface. We also find that occupied surface states exist inside the bandgap near the valence band maximum, in agreement with photoemission studies [20]. The calculations indicate that these states are related to dangling bond orbitals on the dimer atoms. The electronic charge in these dangling orbitals results in a stronger dipole layer of the bare surface when compared to the hydrogenated surface. The differences in work function and electron affinities between these two surfaces are due to this dipole layer.

The CVD grown diamond (100) surface is known to exhibit a 2×1 reconstruction, which has been shown to be stable in air [11]. This 2×1 reconstruction has been attributed to the
presence of a monohydride structure [5–7]. Based on the results described above it is expected that the CVD growth surface would exhibit a NEA. Diamond was deposited on a (100) oriented, type IIb wafer, resulting in a homoepitaxial film. After transport in air a faint pattern associated with the 2×1 reconstruction could be discerned. The film was etched to remove a dark discoloration which was due to the deposition process. After the etch, the 2×1 reconstruction could not be discerned but the 1×1 bulk pattern remained. Photoemission spectra, shown in Fig. 4, exhibited a clear peak at 7.3 eV below the bulk feature indicating the presence of a NEA. This result suggests that the (100) oriented growth surface exhibits a NEA which is unaffected by exposure to air and various etches.

Typical diamond growth conditions consist of surface temperatures ranging from 700°C to 1000°C and exposure to a hydrogen plasma with a small (< 5%) amount of a carbon containing gas mixed in. To emulate growth conditions, natural diamond wafers were exposed to a pure hydrogen plasma while heated to 350°C and 500°C. It was found that under these conditions a NEA could be induced as well. This result supports the conclusion that the growth surface exhibits a NEA which is related to hydrogen termination.
In summary, a NEA was obtained on the diamond (100) by annealing a polished and chemically cleaned surface to ~1000°C. This resulted in the desorption of oxygen and the appearance of a 2x1 reconstruction. Theoretical calculations indicate that the NEA is associated with a monohydride terminated surface. It was found that CVD-grown diamond film, which results in a similar surface structure, exhibits a NEA. A NEA can also be induced by exposing a surface heated to 350-500°C to a hydrogen plasma, supporting the conclusion that the growth surface exhibits a NEA. Many more NEA emitters are likely to be found as the methods for growth of wide bandgap semiconductors are improved. Local-density-based calculations, when corrected for bandgap effect, appear to predict correctly the occurrence of the NEA effect. These calculations can thus be used to identify other promising passivant-semiconductor combinations for NEA emitters, and to establish trends in dipole strength and sign. Photoemission experiments provide unambiguous evidence of the existence of NEA, and can be used both to calibrate the theoretical findings and to verify the actual occurrence of NEA.

Figure 4. Photoemission obtained from a CVD grown, (100) oriented diamond film indicates the presence of a NEA.
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V. The Origin of the Broadband Luminescence and the Effect of Nitrogen Doping on the Optical Properties of Diamond Films

A. Introduction

A broadband luminescence extending from approximately 1.5 to 2.5 eV and centered at \( \sim 2 \) eV has been observed in various photoluminescence (PL) studies of diamond films grown by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method [1–5]. This broadband PL appears as the strongest feature in the spectrum. However, a complete model has yet to be formulated to explain the origin of this broadband PL. Studies utilizing cathodoluminescence and absorption spectroscopy of crystal diamonds of types Ia and Ib which contain nitrogen have shown that similar broadband luminescence has its origin in the electron-lattice coupling (vibronic interaction) of nitrogen related centers with zero phonon lines at 1.945 and 2.154 eV [6–7]. These centers, when optically excited, can interact with the lattice vibrations via various mechanisms. One type of electron-lattice interaction is energy-transfer from a photo-excited optical center to the phonons which results in a broadband PL spectra. The broadband PL in this case will extend toward lower energy relative to the zero phonon line. Luminescence studies on natural brown diamonds [8–9] have shown that the brown diamonds luminesce in the yellow and in the red region of the spectrum. The luminescence appears in the optical spectra as wide bands centered at \( \sim 2.2 \) eV and at \( \sim 1.8 \) eV. The spectral width of these luminescence features are again very similar to the one observed in the spectra of the CVD diamond films. The origin of the wide luminescence bands of the brown diamonds has also been determined to be of vibronic nature. In this report we investigate the origin of the broadband luminescence in CVD diamond films, exclude the possibility of the broadband PL originating from any vibronic interaction, and posit a different mechanism of origin.

An alternative mechanism which could give rise to the broad PL band in the CVD diamond films is the amorphous phase of the \( \text{sp}^2 \)-bonded carbon (also called the graphitic phase), the presence of which has been widely confirmed [10–12]. The PL of amorphous carbon films exhibit emission centered at \( \sim 1.8–2 \) eV which is of similar line shape to that observed in the CVD diamond films [13–17]. According to the general model of the state distribution of amorphous materials [18–19], the distortions of bond angles and of bond lengths which constitute the amorphous phase introduce a continuous state distribution in the optical band gap of the material. The PL of amorphous carbon films has been determined to originate in the optical transitions of an in-gap state-distribution related to the disordered forms of the \( \text{sp}^2 \) carbon bonding. In this report we establish the presence of an in-gap state-distribution in CVD diamond films and suggest that it is the likely cause of the broadband luminescence. It is crucial to electro-optic applications to have knowledge of the properties of this distribution since it can affect and determine the transport and recombination mechanisms of the carriers.
The first part of this report presents the results of detailed PL studies of nitrogen-doped CVD diamond films. We identify the nitrogen PL centers most likely to be created in the films: the 1.945 eV, 2.154 eV, the band-A and a possible new nitrogen center at 1.967 eV. We show that the broad PL band does not originate from the vibronic interaction of the nitrogen related centers at 2.154 eV and 1.945 eV. Furthermore, it is shown that the temperature dependence of the broad PL band does not obey the empirical relation expected from electron-lattice interactions. The integrated intensity of a vibronic broadband is expected to increase with increasing temperature since the electron-phonon coupling becomes more probable [20]. We found, however, that the intensity decreases with increasing temperature. We therefore exclude the possibility of the broadband PL being of vibronic origin.

In the second part of this paper we establish that the broad PL band in the CVD diamond films has characteristics of an optical emission originating from a continuous distribution of in-gap states very similar to that found in amorphous materials. From correlation of the sp$^2$ amorphous phase present in the diamond film to the PL emission we conclude that the sp$^2$ amorphous phase introduces an in-gap state distribution which initiates the broadband PL. We also present the results of an investigation into the main properties of the state distribution: its profile, density and width. These parameters are important because the density of states is a measure of the amount of the amorphic phase present in the material, while the width reflects the magnitude of the fluctuation in the distortion of bond length and angle. Our experimental results are analyzed in terms of the model of in-gap state distribution for amorphous materials developed by Street et al. [19, 21–22]. Our PL experimental data indicate that the profile of the state distribution is of an exponential form whose specific shape depends on the exact growth conditions.

B. Experiment

In this study diamond samples were grown on Si (100) substrates using an ASTeX microwave plasma CVD system. The plasma power, temperature and pressure were maintained at 900 watts, 850°C and 25 Torr respectively. Three samples involved in the nitrogen study were subjected to H$_2$ / CH$_4$ / N$_2$ flow rates of 500 / 5 / 0, 500 / 5 / 0.5 and 500 / 5 / 10 sccm and will be referred to as the 0%, 0.1% and 2% nitrogen-doped samples, respectively, according to their gas phase N$_2$/H$_2$%. The growth time for these samples was 5 hours.

The two undoped diamond samples involved in the density of state distribution investigation were used in our previous study [23] and will be referred to as the 20h and the 40h samples, reflecting their respective growth times. Both samples are continuous, with the 20h sample being about 2 μm thick and the 40h sample being about 4 μm thick. The plasma
for the 20h and the 40h samples consisted of 1% CH$_4$ in H$_2$ at 1000 sccm total flow. The plasma power, chamber pressure and substrate temperature were maintained at 800 watts, 25 Torr and 750°C, respectively. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the above samples are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The SEM micrographs of (a) 0%, (b) 0.1%, (c) 2% nitrogen doped samples and of the (d) 20h, (e) 40h undoped samples.

The micro-PL and Raman analysis of the 0%, 0.1% and 2% nitrogen-doped samples was carried out at room temperature employing Argon-ion laser excitation (514.5 or 457.9 nm) which was focused on the sample to a spot of ~ 5 μm in diameter. Focusing was facilitated by using an Olympus BH-2 microscope. The macro PL analysis of the 20h and the 40h samples was carried out employing a JANIS CCS-350 closed cycle refrigerator system. The spot size of the laser line was ~ 2 mm × 100 μm. In both studies, an ISA U-1000 scanning double monochrometer was used to analyze the signal.
C. Results and Discussion

**PL and Raman Line Shape Investigation.** The first part of our work focused on obtaining the PL spectra of nitrogen-doped and undoped diamond films, identifying the nitrogen-related PL bands and examining the influence of the nitrogen on the broadband PL. In Fig. 2 the PL spectra of the 0.1% N-doped and undoped diamond films are shown. Both spectra were obtained utilizing the 514.5 nm green line of the Argon laser. The PL spectra of the undoped diamond film exhibits the fairly smooth broadband line shape centered at ~2.05 eV, and also exhibits the 1.68 eV band which has been attributed to an optical transition in a Si complex center [10, 24–27]. However, the spectra of the N-doped film indicates a red-shift of the broadband luminescence center as well as a line-shape change. Furthermore, the nitrogen-related bands at 2.154 and 1.945 eV are present. Studies carried out by Davies *et al.* [7] have suggested that the 1.945 eV band is due to the substitutional nitrogen-vacancy optical center. Collins *et al.* [6] proposed that the 2.154 eV band is the result of a transition in a center consisting of a single substitutional nitrogen atom with one or more vacancies. Yet another PL band at 1.967 eV is also present in the spectra (barely distinguishable from the 1.945 eV band), which might also be due to a nitrogen-related center. The possibility that the 1.967 eV band is nitrogen-related will be the subject of future investigation.

![Figure 2](image)

*Figure 2.* The PL spectra of (a) 0% nitrogen sample and (b) of 0.1% nitrogen doped sample employing the 514.5 nm laser line. Raman bands are labeled as to origin and the peak energy of the PL bands are indicated.
In order to examine in further detail the line-shape of the broadband luminescence, the 457.9 nm blue laser line was used for excitation. Figure 3 shows the spectra of the undoped and of the N-doped diamond films for this laser frequency. The broadband luminescence of the undoped diamond film retained its relatively unstructured line-shape; however, the maximum intensity is shifted towards higher energy and is centered at ~ 2.2 eV. The spectra of the nitrogen-doped diamond film exhibits the nitrogen-related band at 2.154 eV, as well as the 1.967 eV band. The 1.945 eV band, which appeared with the 1.967 eV band as a doublet in the spectra obtained using the green laser line, can not be clearly distinguished in the spectra taken using the blue line. This overlapping of the two bands is a resolution artifact of the scaling of the spectra using the blue laser line. A relatively wide band with line-width ~ 0.3 eV centered at 2.46 eV is also present. Similar wide-band luminescence has been observed in both natural and synthetic diamonds [28-30], and is commonly referred to as "band A" luminescence. This band has variable peak energy and line-width depending on the concentration of the nitrogen in the diamond. The band A luminescence has been suggested to originate from aggregates of nitrogen which consist of a nearest-neighbor pair of nitrogen atoms [30]. The presence of the aggregate form of nitrogen in the CVD diamond films and in diamond grown by the combustion flame method has also been reported for cathodoluminescence measurements [31-33]. It was there shown that the band A centers may
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be localized at dislocation-type defects in the CVD diamond. Our observation of the three nitrogen-related bands in the spectra may indicate that the paramagnetic (1.945, 2.154 eV) as well as the non-paramagnetic (band A) forms of nitrogen centers can exist simultaneously in the CVD diamond films. It is also evident from the spectra that the incorporation of nitrogen caused a distortion in the line-shape of the underlying broadband luminescence. If the broadband PL had been due to the nitrogen-lattice interaction, the line-shape would have been invariant, and a change in the intensity would have been anticipated.

A second series of experiments and analysis were conducted to further rule out the possibility of the broadband luminescence being of vibronic origin. According to the theoretical model of the electron-lattice interaction [20, 34], the total band intensity which includes the zero-phonon line and its vibronic sideband is expected to be independent of temperature. As the temperature increases the zero-phonon line relative intensity decreases, and the vibronic band relative intensity is expected to increase as:

\[ I \sim \coth \left( \frac{\hbar \omega}{2k_BT} \right) \]  

so as to keep the total intensity constant with temperature [20]. The width of the vibronic band is also expected to increase with temperature as the square-root of Eq. (1). In this relation \( \omega \) is the central frequency of the vibronic band and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. Eq. (1) depicts the effect of the interaction between the thermal vibrations of the lattice and the optical centers on the PL vibronic band. According to this formulation, as the temperature increases more phonons are created in the material and are available to interact with the optical center transitions: this interaction should appear as a vibronic band in the PL spectra. However, as shown in Fig. 4 we found instead that the broadband PL intensity exhibits a relatively rapid decrease with increasing temperature without any change in the band width. This temperature dependence which is not characteristic of a vibronic interaction will be discussed in further detail in the next section of this paper; it will be shown that a non-radiative channel caused by a density of gap-states competes with the PL process and quenches the broadband luminescence.

The results of the first and second experiments suggest that the broadband PL in diamond films is not due to the nitrogen-lattice interaction system, nor is it of other vibronic origins. The incorporation of nitrogen instead manifests itself in a change in the PL line-shape toward the lower energy side resulting from the electron-phonon coupling in the 2.154 and in the 1.954 eV nitrogen centers.

We now present the preliminary results of the effects of nitrogen-doping on the diamond quality. The Raman spectra of the 0, 0.1 and 2% nitrogen-doped diamond films are shown in Figure 5. The spectrum of the 0.1% nitrogen-doped film indicates that this film has the better
Figure 4. The spectra of the broadband PL of the 20h sample at various temperatures.

Figure 5. The Raman spectra of (a) 0% (b) 0.1% (c) 2% nitrogen doped samples.
quality diamond: the graphitic-to-diamond ratio (IG/ID) was found to be 4.6 whereas for the 0% nitrogen-doped film the graphitic-to-diamond ratio was 9.3. The spectrum of the 2% nitrogen-doped film indicates that a degradation of the diamond structure occurs at that relatively high nitrogen doping. It appears also that the graphitic phase of the 2% nitrogen-doped film exhibits an additional bonding type at 1557 cm⁻¹. Other Raman lines are also present at 1141 and 1193 cm⁻¹ which we speculate to be due to bonding between nitrogen and carbon. We also note that the presence of nitrogen in the diamond film enhances significantly the 1.68 eV PL band. More detailed work will be carried out to investigate the nitrogen-effect on the quality of the CVD diamond films.

Characterization of the Broadband PL. Figure 6 shows the correlation between the Raman intensity of the graphitic phase and the intensity of the broadband PL. This correlation was found and described in detail in a previous study [23]. In that study, a film was grown in a series of stop-growths until it constituted a continuous film 4 μm thick. At regular time intervals the growth sequence was interrupted and the film was characterized. It was found that, as a function of growth time, as the graphitic phase increases as does the intensity of the broadband PL. We have suggested that the amorphous graphitic phase introduces a state distribution in the band gap which provides transition centers for the photo-excited carriers,
thus resulting in the broadband PL. We now present the results of a further investigation of
the broadband PL obtained from the 20 h and the 40 h undoped diamond films. We establish
that it has PL characteristics similar to those found in amorphous materials.

In general the PL efficiency $\eta_{PL}$ can be expressed by the following equation [35]:

$$
\eta_{PL} = \left( \frac{I}{I_0} \right) = \frac{P_R}{(P_R + P_{NR})}
$$

where $P_R$ and $P_{NR}$ are the probabilities for the radiative and the nonradiative recombination
respectively, $I$ is the PL intensity, and $I_0$ is the PL intensity for the temperature approaching
absolute zero. If there exists a single activation energy $E_a$ for $P_{NR}$ for which the thermal
quenching of the luminescence is of the form of a Boltzmann activated process:

$$
\exp\left(\frac{-E_a}{k_B T}\right),
$$

and $P_R$ is sensibly independent of temperature then Eq. (2) becomes

$$
\frac{P_{NR}}{P_R} = \frac{I_0}{I(T)} - 1 \sim \exp\left(\frac{-E_a}{k_B T}\right)
$$

By plotting

$$
\log\left(\frac{I_0}{I(T)} - 1\right) \text{ vs. } T,
$$

a straight line should be obtained from which $E_a$ can be evaluated. The experimental data
presented in Figures 7 and 8, however, indicate the existence of a continuous distribution of
activation energies $E(T)$ rather than a single $E_a$ associated with one energy level of a specific
defect. Such a continuous distribution of activation energies $E(T)$ indicates in turn a
corresponding distribution of localized energy states in the band gap of the CVD diamond
film. $E(T)$ may thus be viewed as corresponding to the binding energies of these localized
states. The data in Figures 7 and 8 can be fitted by the equation

$$
\frac{I_0}{I(T)} - 1 \sim \exp\left(\frac{T}{T_0}\right)
$$

Figure 9 shows the plot of

$$
\log\left(\frac{I_0}{I(T)} - 1\right) \text{ vs. } T
$$
Figure 7. The functional behavior of the broadband PL vs $1/T$ as obtained from the 20h sample.

Figure 8. The functional behavior of the broadband PL vs $1/T$ as obtained from the 40h sample.
measurements which at present are beyond our current capabilities. However, by inferring the value of \( \omega_0 \tau_R \) (as described in the following paragraph) and determining \( T_0 \), the latter which may be found from plots of the type presented in Figure 9, \( E_0 \)'s for both samples can be compared.

From the data presented in Figure 9, we have calculated \( T_0 \) to be \( \sim 85 \text{K} \) for the 20h sample and \( T_0 \) to be \( \sim 50 \text{K} \) for the 40h sample. This is in contrast to \( T_0 \sim 23 \text{K} \) reported for hydrogenated amorphous Silicon [21]. Using these values of \( T_0 \) we may infer \( E_0 \) and the corresponding in-gap state distribution width by the following reasoning. It can be argued that the term \( \ln(\omega_0 \tau_R) \) in Eq. (6) has relatively small variation for different samples made of the same material. The escape frequency \( \omega_0 \) in general depends upon the cross-section of the
bond types involved in the optical transition. Since for both of our samples the same type of bonding, sp², has been assumed to initiate the PL, ω₀ may safely be assumed to have the same value for the 20h and the 40h sample. The radiative decay time τᵣ, on the other hand, has larger variation depending on the characteristics of the state distribution. Since the product ω₀τᵣ is the argument of a logarithmic function which is slowly varying, the value of ln(ω₀τᵣ) may assume approximately the same value for both of our samples. In light of the above discussion, we may conclude that the in-gap state distribution of the 20h sample (T₀ = 85K) extends more widely into the band gap than the state distribution of the 40 sample (T₀ = 50K). The above finding may imply that the 20h sample exhibits greater variations in the sp² bond length than the 40h sample.

Further information concerning the density of the state distribution may be obtained from the dependence of the PL on the excitation intensity. The general relation between the PL intensity Iₚᵢ and the incident excitation intensity Iₑₓ is of the form

\[ Iₚᵢ \propto Iₑₓ^α \]  

where the value of the constant α depends on intrinsic properties of the material which influence the luminescence. In the ideal case, α = 1 indicating that the PL is due to recombination of an electron-hole pair created by the same photon. Figure 11 shows the plot of the broadband integrated luminescence vs. the excitation intensity power for the two samples.
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Figure 11. The broadband PL intensity vs the laser incident power of (a) the 20h and (b) the 40h sample. Data was obtained at T=10 K.
samples at 10K. For the 20h sample $\alpha \sim 1$ and for the 40h sample $\alpha \sim 0.8$. The deviation of $\alpha$ from unity may be qualitatively interpreted as being due to a non-radiative tunneling effect: if the density of the states is relatively high then the photo-excited carriers have a higher probability of tunneling to available neighboring states rather than following radiative recombination. The other possible mechanism which may affect the linearity of the PL is the energy transfer among the photo-excited carriers (Auger process); for a relatively low density of state and hence a relatively small concentration of photo-excited carriers, the probability of this process occurring is small. However, when the density of state is sufficiently high so as to generate a higher concentration photo-excited carriers, the probability of an Auger process is high and it may compete with the PL recombination process.

To support the above finding of different exponents, the ratios of the graphitic to the diamond Raman lines $I_G/I_D$ were calculated for both samples. It was found that $I_G/I_D = 0.7$ for the 20h sample and $I_G/I_D = 1.7$ for the 40h sample. The higher concentration of the sp$^2$ phase in the 40h sample may explain the relatively high density of states which was predicted from the power-excitation experiment.

More extensive experiments need to be carried out to further quantify and model the state distribution and to determine the bands involved in the optical transitions. In amorphous carbon material the sp$^2$ bonding creates sigma-bands ($\sigma, \sigma^*$) and pi-bands ($\pi, \pi^*$) [13] for which optical transitions can occur. At present we hypothesize that the $\pi-\pi^*$ band transitions are responsible for the broadband PL. The basis of this hypothesis lies on the knowledge that the allowable optical transitions in crystalline graphite [36] are the $\pi-\pi^*$, $\sigma-\sigma^*$ and the $\sigma-\pi^*$ for which only the $\pi-\pi^*$ bands lie in the energy range closest to our laser excitation energy.

Our initial investigation suggests the existence of continuous in-gap state distribution responsible for the broadband luminescence in the CVD diamond films. Our ability to determine $T_0$ by fitting our data to Eq. (4) and the line-shape of the luminescence may indicate that the profile of the in-gap distribution is an exponential function. Srikanth et al. [37] have reported an in-gap exponential distribution of defect states of the form shown in Eq. (5). They deduced the existence of an exponential state distribution from conduction measurements in CVD diamond films. A comparative study of PL and electrical conduction will be carried out by us to determine how the state distribution deduced from the PL measurements might affect the electrical transport in the CVD diamond films. Figure 12a and 12b represent schematically the density of the in-gap state distributions for the 20h and 40h samples respectively. The state distribution of the 20h sample is of lower density than that of the 40h sample but extends more widely into the band-gap of the diamond, implying a higher degree of randomness in this sample.
Figure 12. Schematic representation of the in-gap state distribution of (a) the 20h sample and (b) the 40h sample.

D. Conclusions

Raman and various photoluminescence techniques were employed in this paper to investigate the role of nitrogen-doping on the optical spectra of the CVD diamond films and to determine the origin of the broadband luminescence. Our experimental results suggest the following conclusions:
(a) The PL spectra of the 0.1% nitrogen-doped CVD diamond sample indicates that the incorporation of nitrogen into the diamond matrix introduces the optical centers at 2.154 eV and at 1.945 eV, and possibly introduces as well a new nitrogen-related center at 1.967 eV. The band A luminescence was also found in our PL spectra. The spectra of both nitrogen-doped and undoped films exhibit the broadband PL; the nitrogen-doped sample, however, has a line-shape distortion of the underlying broadband PL due to the vibronic interaction of the nitrogen centers.
(b) A higher percentage of nitrogen-doping results in a degradation of the diamond quality as indicated by the Raman spectra of the 2% nitrogen-doped sample. Furthermore, new features in the spectra were present and we speculate that they are due to nitrogen-carbon vibrational modes. Future work is in progress to investigate the influence of the percentage of nitrogen-doping on diamond quality.

(c) The temperature behavior of the broadband PL indicates that the band does not originate from a vibronic interaction. For the vibronic band, an increase in temperature would result in an increase in intensity and width. However, we found that the broadband PL in the CVD diamond films exhibits rather a decrease in intensity with increasing temperature without any change in width. Hence, we exclude the possibility of the broadband PL being due to any vibronic system of an electron-lattice coupling.

(d) The integrated intensity of the broadband PL was found to exhibit a temperature dependence characteristic of optical emission from a continuous distribution of energy states. The temperature dependence of the PL was determined to follow the functional behavior described by Eq. (4) which is characteristic of an amorphous material [21]. In light of the above finding and from the correlation of the PL intensity to the sp² amorphous phase determined here and in our previous work [23], we suggest that the broadband PL in CVD diamond films is due to the optical transitions in an in-gap state distribution, where the in-gap state distribution is introduced by the amorphous phase of the sp² hybrid bondings.

(e) Our initial investigation into the characteristics of the in-gap state distribution suggest that it is of an exponential shape. It was found that the width as well as the density of the state distribution varied from sample to sample. These differences in the specifics of the state distribution are attributed to the film quality which in turn depends on the growth conditions.
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ABSTRACT

Boron nitride (BN) thin films have been grown on [100] oriented single crystals of Si, diamond, Cu and Ni substrates by ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) using electron beam evaporation of boron together with simultaneous bombardment by nitrogen and argon ions. Characterization by FTIR and high resolution TEM showed that the films on Si and diamond consisted of initial non-cubic (amorphous and hexagonal BN) layers, followed by the growth of cubic(c)-BN. This growth sequence was attributed primarily to increasing compressive intrinsic stress with increased film thickness. Increasing the substrate temperature above 400°C led to the onset of c-BN at a greater film thickness, while increased ion flux resulted in earlier growth of this phase. These results may be explained by the relaxation of the intrinsic stress in the films at higher temperatures due to increased adatom mobility and to increased intrinsic stress in the films resulting from increased ion bombardment. Lower temperatures led to mixed phase growth. A minimum substrate temperature (200–300°C) is required for nucleation and growth of single phase c-BN by this techniques. It is believed that the interstitial Ar observed in RBS studies is primarily responsible for the stress generation in the films. A combination of h-BN and c-BN were deposited on Ni; only h-BN was obtained on Cu substrates.

A. Introduction

Boron nitride, like carbon, forms with three crystalline structures: a layered hexagonal form (h-BN) which is similar to graphite; cubic boron nitride (c-BN) which corresponds to diamond; and a rarer form, wurtzitic boron nitride (w-BN), which is analogous to Lonsdaleite. The last two phases are metastable at moderate temperatures and pressures.

The interest in c-BN films stems from their potential applications as hard coatings and from their electronic and thermal properties. Cubic BN is the hardest known material other than diamond. Unlike diamond, c-BN does not react with ferrous metals, and it can be used at
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higher temperatures before the onset of structural transformation. These properties make it an excellent cutting tool material. Bulk c-BN crystals formed using high temperature-high pressure techniques are already used in the cutting tool industry. Electronic applications of cubic boron nitride would take advantage of its very wide band gap ($E_g = 6.4$ eV [1]), its ability to be doped both p-type and n-type with Be and Si, respectively [2], and for some applications its very high thermal conductivity.

Cubic boron nitride was first grown in bulk crystal form in 1956 [3]. Reports of c-BN in thin film form appeared as early as 1970 [4], but it was not until about 1987 that thin films conclusively characterized as cubic boron nitride were achieved [5]. Subsequently, many groups have successfully grown c-BN using various techniques including ion beam assisted deposition [6,7] r.f. sputtering [8], ion plating [9], laser ablation [10,11], ECR plasma [12], and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [13].

Cracking and loss of adhesion of deposited c-BN films are frequently reported phenomena, which have been attributed to a high level of intrinsic compressive stress in the films [14,15]. Murakawa [9] has attempted to overcome this problem using buffer layers between the substrate and the BN film, including a graded B to BN layer and a TiN layer, together with post-deposition annealing of the films. Okamoto et al. [16] also used a graded B to BN buffer layer in CVD c-BN films. Both studies produced well adhered films. No reports have appeared of stress-free c-BN films grown directly on a substrate. By contrast, recent research strongly indicates that a high stress level in the film is a necessary condition for the formation of the cubic phase [15, 17].

An additional challenge is growing epitaxial films, which would be essential for the majority of electronic device applications. No reports of reproducible experiments of epitaxial growth of c-BN have appeared. A better understanding of what happens at the substrate-BN interface needs to be developed. In a previous paper [17] we have shown that when BN is deposited on Si, initial amorphous and hexagonal BN layers grow before cubic growth begins. If these interfacial layers are necessary precursors to c-BN growth, then it would appear exceedingly challenging to grow epitaxial c-BN using current PVD methods.

An area of research where significant progress has been made is in determining the deposition conditions necessary for c-BN growth. The work of Kester and Messier [18] established that for a given substrate temperature, the momentum transferred into the growing film by the bombarding ions is the single parameter which controls the formation of c-BN. As long as sufficient N is present, a threshold value of momentum transfer exists for the formation of c-BN. This controlling parameter incorporates the values of ion energy, ion flux, and ion species. As a result of the present study described below we have developed a better understanding of both the conditions required for c-BN growth and of the mechanisms responsible for that growth.
B. Experiment

Deposition. Ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) has been used successfully for c-BN growth [17,18]. It is particularly useful in that the B deposition rate, bombarding ion energy, ion flux and ion species can be controlled and measured independently. This allows for good quantification of the deposition process. The IBAD configuration in the present study employed electron beam evaporation of boron together with simultaneous bombardment by nitrogen and argon ions from a Kaufman ion source. A schematic of the deposition system is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of UHV electron beam evaporator-based IBAD system used in this research.

The substrates used in this study were (100) single crystal infrared-transparent, high resistivity (ρ>50 Ω-cm) on-axis Si; cut and polished single crystal natural diamond; as well as polished single crystal Cu and Ni. The Si substrates were cleaned using a standard RCA procedure [19] of which the final step was a 5 min dip in 10% HF. This left the surface H terminated, as determined by XPS. The diamond substrates were etched in a boiling 3:4:1
H$_2$SO$_4$·HNO$_3$·HClO$_4$ solution for 45 minutes to remove any graphitic phase, and the Cu and Ni substrates were decreased ultrasonically in a sequence of TCE, acetone, methanol, and DI water. The substrates were attached to Mo holders using Ag paint which acted both as an adhesive and a thermal conductor. This assembly was subsequently loaded through a vacuum load lock into the UHV deposition chamber. Base pressures in the chamber were typically $5-8 \times 10^{-10}$ Torr.

Each substrate was heated using a W wire coil located behind the Mo substrate holder. They were baked under UHV conditions at 700°C for 20 min to remove residual H$_2$O and hydrocarbon species. The substrate temperature during deposition was monitored using thermocouples near the heater, the readings of which had been previously calibrated to several temperatures of the substrate surface. Boron was deposited using a constant deposition rate of 0.5 Å/s, which was monitored using a quartz crystal rate monitor. Fluxes of N and Ar ions were obtained from a 3 cm Ion Tech Kaufman source. Argon and nitrogen gases were used with a gas flow ratio of 1:1. Because of the close ionization potentials of these two gases, the ion ratio was also close to 1:1. The ion source was operated at 500 eV; based on the studies of Hubler et al. [20] the N ions were predominantly N$_2^+$. The discharge voltage of this source was maintained at a sufficiently low value to prevent double ionization of either species. Since it has been previously shown that c-BN can be successfully deposited using an Ar:N$_2$ ratio of 1:1 and an ion energy of 500 eV [17,18], these values were maintained constant throughout this study.

Both the ion beam and the boron evaporation were started and allowed to stabilize before deposition. During this period, the substrate was covered by a movable shutter. To eliminate the potential for surface damage, there was no pre-deposition ion bombardment of the substrates.

**Characterization methods.** The primary method of film characterization was Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) due to the ability to distinguish between the cubic and hexagonal or amorphous forms of BN. Cubic BN has a transverse optical mode absorption peak at 1075 cm$^{-1}$, while amorphous and hexagonal BN have a primary absorption peak at 1367 cm$^{-1}$ and a secondary peak at 783 cm$^{-1}$ [21,22]. The spectra were obtained using an Analect Instruments model fx-6260 spectrometer. The IR beam was passed through the BN coated substrate. A ratio of the resultant spectrum to that obtained from a background scan taken from an uncoated substrate was determined. Reflectance FTIR was employed to characterize the films deposited on the IR opaque Cu and Ni substrates. The latter study was conducted on a Nicolet 620 FTIR equipped with a Spectra Tech IR Plan optical microscope.

The film crystallography and the film-substrate interface were studied via high resolution cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) using a JEOL 4000EX operated at 400kV. The images were recorded using a 1mr convergence semi-angle at a Scherzer defocus of ~ 47nm. Samples were prepared using standard techniques [23].
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was used to measure the compositions and thicknesses of the films due to this technique's ability to give a depth profile of the film, not only information about the surface layer. 2.0 MeV primary He+ ions and a 165° scattering angle were used for measuring the energy of the backscattered nuclei. The samples were tilted 6° to prevent channeling.

C. Results

FTIR Results. The results reported in this and the following subsection were obtained using only Si(100) substrates. To study the effect of substrate temperature (T_s) on the BN films, depositions were conducted from 200°C to 700°C. All other variables were held constant. The results of one of these series of depositions are shown in Fig. 2. There was almost no cubic phase in the 200°C film. In the temperature range of 300-400°C, the films

![FTIR spectra of BN films deposited on Si(100) at various substrate temperatures. Other deposition conditions were film thickness: 200Å; ion flux: 0.32 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N₂.](image)

Figure 2.
were a mixture of the cubic and hexagonal/amorphous phases (IR does not distinguish between the hexagonal and amorphous forms of BN). The relative amount of cubic phase increased with increasing temperature. At some temperature above 400°C the amount of cubic phase began to drop rapidly; it was not observed at all in the film deposited at 700°C. These results correspond well with those of other researchers [24] who have also found that the best temperature for growing cubic boron nitride is at or close to 400°C.

A second significant parameter studied was the ion bombardment flux. As discussed above, it has been previously shown [18] that the critical parameter (at constant temperature) for growing the cubic phase is momentum, \( p \), transferred from the bombarding ions into the growing film per deposited boron atom, \( p/a \), where \( a \) is the boron flux measured in atoms \( \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \). This critical value is given by

\[
\frac{p}{a} = \frac{J}{a} \sqrt{2m \gamma E}
\]

where \( J/a \) is the ratio of bombarding ions to depositing boron atoms. \( J \) is the ion flux measured in ions \( \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \), \( m \) is the mass of the bombarding ions and \( E \) is their energy. The maximum energy transfer from the ion to the atom, \( \gamma \), is given by

\[
\gamma = \frac{4mM}{(m+M)^2}
\]

with \( M \) being equal to the average mass of the atoms being bombarded. There is a linear relationship between the ion flux, \( J \), and the momentum transfer value. Therefore a change in the ion flux (while keeping the ion energy and ion species distribution constant) acts directly as a change in momentum transfer. Since changing the ion energy, \( E \), has less of an effect on the momentum (momentum being proportional to the square root of the energy), the bombardment level in this study was varied by varying the ion flux and keeping the ion energy constant.

Fig. 3(a) shows the effect of changing the ion flux while keeping the temperature constant at 600°C. Essentially no cubic phase is observed until the ion flux reaches 0.30 mA/cm². The small peaks observed at 1050–1100 cm⁻¹ at the two lower flux values are due to the Si substrate. This confirms that there is a minimum momentum transfer level, and therefore ion flux, necessary to grow the cubic phase at a given temperature. The spectra shown in Fig. 3(b) are from films grown at the same conditions as those in Fig. 3(a), except at 400°C. There is a small cubic peak visible at 0.20 mA/cm², and the films are predominantly cubic at 0.24 and 0.30 mA/cm². Comparing Figs. 3(a) and (b) confirms the result seen in Fig. 2 that increasing the substrate temperature above 400°C lowers the proportion of cubic phase in the film.
Figure 3 (a). FTIR spectra of a BN film deposited on Si(100) with various ion bombardment fluxes at a substrate temperature of 600°C. Other deposition conditions were film thickness: 250Å; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N2.

Figure 3 (b). FTIR spectra of a BN film deposited on Si(100) with various ion bombardment fluxes at a substrate temperature of 400°C. Other deposition conditions were film thickness: 250Å; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N2.
The data presented above indicated that increasing the ion flux, and thereby the momentum transfer, increases the amount of cubic phase in a film, and that increasing the substrate temperature above 400°C decreases the proportion of cubic phase. However, our previous FTIR and HRTEM results [17] showed that the relative amount of each phase in a 400°C film was also a function of film thickness. These films contained very thin amorphous and hexagonal layers of essentially constant thickness prior to the nucleation and growth of the c-BN layer. Nucleation of the pure cubic phase did not occur until a specific total thickness of the non-cubic phases was achieved.

As such, the FTIR spectra of films of different thicknesses deposited under identical conditions showed that the thicker films had a higher cubic to non-cubic ratio. Examination of films of different thicknesses prepared using the conditions of the 200Å thick 700°C film of Fig. 2, showed the same effect, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. The 100Å film and the 200Å films were completely amorphous/hexagonal, but the 400Å film was predominantly cubic. Similarly, FTIR of a set of films of different thicknesses prepared under the same conditions as the 600°C film of Fig. 2, revealed a growth sequence and layer thicknesses of non-cubic (<200Å), partially cubic (200Å), and predominantly cubic (remainder of film). These results indicate (and the HRTEM results noted below prove) that the different proportions of amorphous/hexagonal and cubic phase found in the different films are not due to different amounts of each phase interspersed through the film, but rather to the transition from single phase hexagonal to single phase cubic occurring at varying thicknesses depending on growth conditions. Specifically, the differences between the 400°C, 600°C, and 700°C films seen in Fig. 2, which ranged from significantly cubic at 400°C to completely non-cubic at 700°C are due to varying thicknesses at which the growth of the cubic phase layer begins. A higher substrate temperature delays the onset of the cubic phase. Increased ion flux enhances the onset of this phase.

**HRTEM results.** High resolution TEM images of films deposited at 200°C, 400°C, and 700°C are shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c). The film deposited at 200°C (Fig. 5(a)) has a 70Å amorphous layer at the Si interface followed by a layer of oriented h-BN. No c-BN is present. The film deposited at 400°C (Fig. 5(b)) has a 20Å amorphous layer followed by 50Å of oriented h-BN followed by c-BN. The film grown at 700°C (Fig. 5(c)) has a 50Å amorphous layer followed by a ~150Å layer of predominantly partially oriented h-BN material with a small amount of c-BN, followed by a c-BN layer.

**RBS Results.** The BN grown for RBS was deposited on the lower atomic number substrate of Be to circumvent overlap of the spectra of the Si substrate with that of the film. The deposition conditions were those which resulted in c-BN growth on Si: a substrate temperature of 400°C, ion energy of 500eV, and an ion flux of 0.24 mA/cm². The film thickness was 500Å. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Rutherford backscattering is more
Figure 4. FTIR spectra of BN films deposited on Si(100) with various thicknesses. Other deposition conditions were substrate temperature: 700°C; ion flux: 0.32 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N₂.

Figure 5(a). HRTEM image of a film deposited on Si(100) at 200°C. Other deposition conditions were ion flux: 0.28 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N₂.
Figure 5(b). HRTEM image of a film deposited on Si(100) at 400°C. Other deposition conditions were ion flux: 0.12 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.25 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50: 50 Ar:N₂.

Figure 5(c). HRTEM image of a film deposited on Si(100) at 700°C. Other deposition conditions were ion flux: 0.28 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50: 50 Ar:N₂.
sensitive to elements of higher atomic number, due to their larger nuclear cross sections. Therefore, the sizes of the original peaks at various channel numbers do not directly show their actual concentration. Computer modeling of the spectra revealed that in addition to the expected Be, B, and N, there was O due to a BeO layer on the substrate as well as Ar, Fe, and Hf in the film having the atomic percentages of ~1.5%, ~0.2%, and ~0.05%, respectively. The Ar was derived from the ion bombardment during growth; the Fe was probably due to the ion beam bombardment of the stainless steel shutter above the substrates, and the Hf was very likely derived from resputtering of residual amounts previously deposited on the substrate block.

![RBS spectra of a BN film on a beryllium substrate. Deposition conditions were film thickness: 500 Å, substrate temperature: 400°C; ion flux: 0.24 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N₂.](image)

*Figure 6. RBS spectra of a BN film on a beryllium substrate. Deposition conditions were film thickness: 500 Å, substrate temperature: 400°C; ion flux: 0.24 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N₂.*

**Other Substrates.** Films having a thickness of 1000 Å were grown on diamond at substrate temperatures of 400°C and 600°C using an ion energy of 500eV and an ion flux of 0.24 mA/cm². A representative FTIR pattern of one of the films deposited at 400°C is shown in Fig. 7. A sharp c-BN peak is observed at ~1080 cm⁻¹. The h-BN peak is very small. The spectrum of this relatively thick film has a sharper c-BN peak and a better c-BN to h-BN ratio than any of the films we had previously deposited on Si, and is as good or better than any that have previously appeared in the literature. For the film grown at 600°C the FTIR spectrum was essentially the same.
Observation via SEM of the films deposited at 400°C showed occasional cracking. The films deposited at 600°C showed no cracking or delamination. Films deposited under the same deposition conditions and the same thicknesses on Si exhibited both severe cracking and delamination.

High resolution TEM was performed on the sample grown at 600°C, and an image is shown in Fig. 8. The same type of layered structure observed on BN grown on Si is present, although not as pronounced.

Nickel and Cu also have lattice spacings very close to that of c-BN, with a lattice mismatch for Ni of 2.6% and for Cu of less than 0.05%. Therefore it was thought that like diamond (which has a lattice mismatch of 1.4%) they may be better substrates for c-BN growth than Si which has a lattice mismatch of 33%. Films having a thickness of 500Å were grown at 400°C under the same conditions of ion flux and ion energy employed in the deposition on diamond. As shown in Fig. 9, reflectance FTIR from films grown on the Ni substrate revealed a mixture of h-BN and c-BN; films grown on Cu were h-BN with no evidence of c-BN.

D. Discussion

The above results show that the onset of c-BN growth is a function of temperature, ion momentum transfer and deposition period (film thickness). McKenzie et al. [14,15] have shown theoretically and experimentally that the effect of deposition period is caused by the build-up of biaxial compressive stresses in the growing film. They observed by FTIR,
Figure 8. HRTEM image of a 600°C film on a diamond(100) substrate. Other deposition conditions were ion flux: 0.28 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N₂.

Figure 9. Reflectance FTIR of BN deposited on Cu(100) and Ni(100) substrates. Deposition conditions were film thickness: 500 Å, substrate temperature: 400°C; ion flux: 0.24 mA/cm²; boron deposition rate: 0.5 Å/s; ion energy: 500 eV; ion bombardment by 50:50 Ar:N₂.
electron energy loss spectroscopy and TEM an initial layer of h-BN oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface. The nucleation and growth of c-BN occurred as the stress in the film increased. No amorphous phase was reported. The stress at the onset of c-BN growth corresponded to conditions in the high pressure regime where this phase is stable. The present results can be understood using this model. Increasing the substrate temperature from, for example, 400°C to 700°C, results in both a higher surface mobility of the adsorbed species and possibly bulk annealing, which allow stress relaxation. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4, the higher the deposition temperature the greater the film thickness necessary to reach the stress level required for c-BN nucleation and growth, all other conditions being the same. There is a sharp increase in the transition thickness, and therefore a sharp drop in stress, within the 600-700°C temperature range. This corresponds with the results of Windischmann [25] who found in several different materials, that increasing the deposition temperature from room temperature causes a gradual decrease in the intrinsic stress, followed by a sharp drop when the temperature reaches Tm/3, where Tm is the melting point. For BN, Tm/3 is ~700°C.

The foregoing explanation does not account for the results of decreasing the temperature below 400°C, for it does not further lower the threshold thickness for initiation of the cubic phase. In fact, at these lower temperatures, growth of the cubic material as a single phase was not observed. The existence of an apparent minimum in substrate temperature for the growth of pure c-BN indicates that the combination of thermal energy and intrinsic stress is insufficient for all the B and N atoms to surmount the activation energy barrier between the layered h-BN and the three-dimensional c-BN structure.

Similarly, an increase in ion flux and momentum transfer into the growing film will lead to a more rapid increase in stress, as shown by Kester and Messier [18] as well as Windischmann [25] and a decrease in the film thickness necessary for the initiation of the cubic phase. The results presented in Figs. 3(a) and (b) show the onset of c-BN to be also a function of ion flux. These correspondences between known effects on stress and the onset of c-BN growth are strong evidence that the cubic phase growth results directly from stress.

The mechanism(s) which cause(s) the increase in stress in the films is not completely understood. It may be densification due to ion bombardment, as reported by [27]. The densification occurs through the collapse of the void structure found in non-bombarded films. Nir [28] and Targove and Macleod [29] have shown experimentally that the magnitude of the compressive stress is a function of the momentum transfer to the growing surface for particle energies <1kV. Theoretical studies by Windischmann [30] support these findings. A second possibility is that the stress is due to the presence of interstitials in the film. In the case of the c-BN films, the relatively high concentration of Ar (1.5 at.%) as shown by RBS would suggest that the compressive stress may be caused by interstitial Ar atoms in the manner observed by McKenzie et al. [14].
In the growth of BN films via IBAD by Stambouli et. al. [31] using bombardment with nitrogen ions, it was found that sufficient bombardment by nitrogen ions resulted in nitrogen-rich (non-cubic) BN$_{1+x}$ films with a higher density than stoichiometric BN films. The former also possessed significantly higher compressive stresses than the stoichiometric films. They attributed this to interstitial N. If this is the case, bombardment by the larger Ar ion, and the formation of interstitial Ar at 1.5 at.%, would be expected to also increase the compressive stress in the films. In fact, Fahnline et al. [32] showed that 1.5 at.% Ar in Ge films caused a significant increase in compressive intrinsic stress.

Kester and Messier [18] previously showed that the phase of BN films is determined by three factors: substrate temperature, bombardment measured in terms of momentum transfer, and stoichiometry. The stoichiometry factor was a requirement in that at least one bombarding N atom had to be present for each depositing B atom. They plotted the observed phase(s) as a function of temperature and bombardment. In the present study we have shown that these are controlling parameters, but they control not only whether or not cubic growth will occur, but the time of nucleation and growth of this phase. Some of the conditions that they described as leading to mixed cubic and hexagonal growth appear to be conditions leading to layered single phase hexagonal followed by single phase cubic growth.

The problem of adhesion of c-BN on Si was addressed by using substrates with better lattice matching to c-BN including Cu and Ni and diamond. The cubic phase did not grow on the Cu(100) substrate due to its excellent ductility which adsorbed the stresses generated in the growing film; it did grow on the less ductile Ni(100) substrate, but the adhesion was as poor as on Si. These results indicate that the adhesion problem is not simply one of lattice mismatch with the substrate.

Adhesion on the diamond substrates was much better than on the other materials. Although a relatively small number of samples were produced, due to the prohibitive cost, these results suggest that c-BN does not easily grow initially on diamond even though this substrate has a higher surface energy than c-BN. Moreover, these results imply that c-BN will not initially deposit on any material, at least by the methods used in this investigation.

E. Conclusions

Boron nitride films deposited using ion beam assisted deposition on Si, diamond and Ni substrates grow in a sequence of amorphous, hexagonal and cubic layers. This is believed to be caused primarily by the increased incorporation of intrinsic biaxial compressive stresses in the films. The nucleation of the cubic phase occurs at differing film thicknesses as a function of both substrate temperature and ion flux. There appears to be a minimum substrate temperature (200–300°C) below which single phase growth of c-BN does not occur. At higher temperatures the onset of the cubic phase is a function of temperature, appearing at
greater thicknesses at higher temperatures under the same ion flux. This is attributed to increased adatom mobility and bulk annealing with increasing temperature and a concomitant relaxation of stress. For these reasons the optimum temperature range for the growth of c-BN was determined to be 400-500°C. This range in T is similar to that determined by other investigators. Increased ion bombardment, as measured by momentum transferred into the film, leads to an earlier start of cubic growth, apparently due to the increased stress. It is suggested that the stress in the films may be due to Ar interstitials. The fact that stress is a function of momentum transferred into the film may be due to higher momentum bombardment (higher flux, energy or ion mass) leading to deeper and/or a greater number of interstitials.

We were unable to nucleate c-BN as the initial phase on any substrate; we suspect that this may prove difficult using bombardment based deposition methods due to the requirement of increasing stress generation in the films.
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